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What is a short term BUSINESS VISITOR?

• An individual who makes a trip(s) to a different country (to their home 

country) for a short duration

• Formalised role (e.g. non resident director) or ad hoc business visitors 

• Territories will have traditionally interpreted (and applied rules) 

differently e.g. in the UK a single day generates a reporting 

requirement, others may not.  However, we are seeing other countries 

increasingly follow suit

• Frequently in organisations no one has responsibility for tracking / not 

on the ‘radar screen’

• Key issue: who is hosting them – branch/subsidiary?



Why are STBV’s an important area?

Forecast Net growth in assignments over next 12 months

Short-term business travellers

Short-term assignments

One-way relocations (company initiated)

One-way relocations (employee initiated)

Graduate programmes

Commuter assignments

Developmental long-term assignments

+30%
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+4%

+3%

Strategic long-term assignments-1%



WHY ARE STBV’S AN IMPORTANT AREA?

Risks of getting things wrong:

• Exposure to penalties, interest and closer scrutiny of company’s other 

tax compliance aspects

• Unexpected and unbudgeted costs

• Failure to comply with immigration law requirements

• Reputational damage/employee relations impact

• Unforeseen corporate tax presence



NEW CONSIDERATIONS FROM RULE CHANGES -
BEPS

• Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) project; OECD action plan

• Action points 8-10 raises consideration of changing model for skilled 

employees with specific knowledge and expertise

• Action point 13 and country by country reporting – companies will need 

to consider how they document approach to mobile employees.



WHAT ARE THE TAX/SOCIAL SECURITY 
CONSIDERATIONS?

Double Tax Agreements (is there one……?)

• What counts as a day?

• Who is the employer?

• Social Security may still apply

• State/Province rules may not follow Federal

Individuals are usually tax exempt in a host location provided:

• They remain tax resident in their home country; and

• They spend <183 days in the host country (any 12 month period/fiscal year); and

• They are paid by an employer not resident in the host country; and 

• Their remuneration costs are not borne by a PE in the host country.

Who is the employer?

• No OECD definition

• Hiring & firing rights

• Where the costs are ultimately borne



COUNTRY UPDATES: UNITED KINGDOM

Question Response

Is the taxation of STBV’s actively pursued by UK 

tax authorities?

Yes

Is there a day threshold before a reporting 

obligation arises?

No, a single day can result in an obligation to 

withhold UK PAYE.

Is an upfront application required to alleviate an 

obligation to withhold income tax?

Yes, a one off application can be made for the 

employer so that PAYE does not need to be 

operated where all treaty conditions met

Is there an annual reporting requirement by the 

employer?

Yes, to be submitted by 31 May each year

Other HMRC by concession does not generally pursue 

recharge if < 60 days in UK



COUNTRY UPDATES: NETHERLANDS

Question Response (example)

Is the taxation of STBV’s actively pursued 
by Netherlands tax authorities?

Yes, in particular in relation to branch structures, need to 
consider the nature of the entity concerned

Is there a day threshold before a reporting 
obligation arises?

No, a single work day can result in an obligation to 
withhold NL PAYE.

Is an upfront application required to 

alleviate an obligation to withhold income 
tax?

No, unless the Dutch tax authorities have informed you that 

there is an obligation for a company, for example because 
of historic behavior. 

Is there an annual reporting requirement 
by the employer?

Yes, to be submitted by 1 February each year

Other Under certain condition it’s possible to make use of the 60-

day rule in the NL. The Dutch 60-day rule is quite strict 
however. 



COUNTRY UPDATES: CANADA
Question Response (example)

Is the taxation of STBV’s actively 

pursued by Canadian tax authorities?

Yes

Is there a day threshold before a 

reporting obligation arises?

No, a single work day can result in an obligation to withhold Canadian 

income tax and social security and to report the compensation on 

appropriate slip (T4).

Is an upfront application required to 

alleviate an obligation to withhold 

income tax?

Yes, a one off application can be made for the employer so that 

withholding does not need to be operated where all treaty conditions 

met.

Reporting circumstances will depend on the level of compensation 

involved and there may be individual level applications required where 

the employer does not need all the conditions.

If the employer does not qualify, an application per employee may be 

submitted.

Is there an annual reporting 

requirement by the employer?

Yes, to be submitted by the end of February each year

Other Province of Quebec may require additional withholding, reporting or 

certification



COUNTRY UPDATE: NORWAY

Question Response (example)

Is the taxation of STBV’s actively pursued by 
Norwegian tax authorities?

Yes

Is there a day threshold before a reporting obligation 
arises?

No 

Is an upfront application required to alleviate an 
obligation to withhold income tax?

Yes. The application will normally be approved if 

the employer has no Permanent Establishment in 

Norway, and the employee is not liable to 

Norwegian tax under the terms of the 
dependent service article.

Is there an annual reporting requirement by the 
employer?

No, monthly.

Other



COUNTRY UPDATE - SINGAPORE
Question Response (example)

Is the taxation of STBV’s actively 

pursued by Singapore tax 
authorities?

Yes

Is there a day threshold before a 
reporting obligation arises?

More than 60 days of employment in a calendar year

Is an upfront application required to 

alleviate an obligation to withhold 
income tax?

No 

Is there an annual reporting 
requirement by the employer?

Yes – tax clearance return (Form IR21) to be filed (regardless of 

who bears the tax)

(i) within 2 months of cancellation or expiry of 

Employment Pass (EP); or 

(ii) by 30 June following annual review by 31 January 

each year where there is no Employment Pass

A certificate of home country tax residency should be filed as well 

with the request for exemption.

Other 60-day tax exemption rule – not applicable to entertainers and 

Non 

Resident Directors



COUNTRY UPDATE: UNITED STATES
Question Response (example)

Is the taxation of STBV’s actively pursued by United States tax 
authorities?

Yes

Is there a day threshold before a reporting obligation arises? An individual becomes taxable if:

• Exceeds 90 days of presence in the United States 

or

• Exceeds $3,000 of US sourced income or

• The individual is paid by a US employer

If applicable, Double Taxation Agreements should 

be reviewed to determine if the tax treaty can be 

applied.

Is an upfront application required to alleviate an obligation to 
withhold income tax?

Yes, a one off application can be made for the 

employer so that withholding does not need to be 

operated where all treaty conditions met (Form 

8233 – Exemption From Withholding on 

Compensation for Independent (and Certain 

Dependent) Personal Services of a Non resident 

Alien Individual.

Is there an annual reporting requirement by the employer? No

Other The state laws may or may not follow the Federal 

rules.



 On 3rd July 2017 the EU Commission launched a new IT platform, the EESSI, that will 

electronically connect in the region of 15,000 social security institutions across the EU 

plus EEA countries.

 Goal is to help social security institutions across the EU exchange information more 

rapidly and securely, in keeping with various existing and upcoming national laws (e.g. 

GDPR). 

 All communications between national institutions on cross-border social security files will 

take place through EESSI. Institutions will exchange structured documentation and follow 

common procedures. Staff in social security institutions should be able to find the 

correct destination for documentation via a repository of national institutions.

 Whilst the central EESSI system was made available on 3rd July, Member States will have 

two years to finalise their national implementation and to connect their social security 

institutions to the cross-border exchange.

 Brexit impact?

INTERNATIONAL SOCIAL SECURITY
EESSI



CASE STUDY: FLEXIBLE WORK REQUEST

 A is the Head of Legal at a UK media company.

 Her husband’s work has moved him and the family to the South of Spain for 2 years.

 Her employer has agreed she can work from home in Spain, but work in the UK office for 

one week per month and be available for key meetings.

 Issues: Spanish Social Security so Spanish payroll required. UK PAYE also needs to be 

accounted for on at least work in the UK. Non tax issues?



NEW HIRE AND CROSS BORDER ISSUES

 B is hired by a Financial Services company as Product Development Director for Europe 

and Asia.

 She resides in Italy with her family.

 Due to extensive travel commitments she agrees with business not to relocate to the UK. 

Work pattern: 30% in UK, 30% Italy, balance Europe elsewhere/Asia & Europe.

 Italian work is generally from home but will also meet clients in Italy.

 Issues: UK PAYE, Italian income tax and Social Security payroll. Review required of what 

travel qualifies as a business expense and also of potential Italian Corporate tax 

exposure. Non tax issues?
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